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tract. With respeot o a collection of IV + WI + 1 points in Erw and an integer k, 0 G k < N; a cra- 
tetian is givsn fsr the existence of a hypersphere through m specified points and one other, so that the 
remaining .Y points are separated into k interjw and iV -- iii exterior. This result is used to solve 
some particular probtemc of separating pcjints in the plane by circles. 
A fundan~ntal problem in convexit./ is t - Sey9rabiIity of two sets of 
nts, C/r and k’, in Euclidean ~~spacc by a hyperplane or some appro- 
te hypersurface. Kirchberger’s cla:;s theorem f I 9 41 gives a neces- 
sary and sufficient condition for the SC rabidity of U and V by a hyper- 
neralized version of Kirchkqer’s theorem con ~rncd with 
yyerspheres i state/,il in f4, p* 177, problem 5.41 and pro- 
Other than its existence, h:Dwever, li ttk can be said about 
ypersphere itself. Fsr zxampk, the theorem does not 
solving the se’parability problem, which appew 
unicipality Mathematical Competitions [ 3 &, of 
proving: thalt whenever 2~ + 3 points S,t* jrn the plane, with no three ‘on :E 
line an43 no four on a circle, then there exists a circle through three of . 
the polints ~ch that of the remaining 2~ points, PI are in th; interior and 
M are in the extetior of the circle. 
In this piper we prove a. scpma.“r ility theorexn which has as a corollary a 
stronger, unexpected resuht; namely. that for arl_~ two of the 2~ + 3 
the remaining points are off/K H s*:parates them into h, points on one 
side and h, points on *e,“le othcrr, W-.: will t&e h, G h,, relabeling if ne- 
essary l c decote the points on one side by Qi, i = 1, . . . . h,, and those 
on the other by Qi, i = It,+L, . ..* A’ f 1. ‘W’e then have the foliowisg cri- 
terion for the separability of the Qi by E: >,ypersj$here S, such that k of 
the i are inside 9, N---k are outside of S, “;ind one of the Qi and all of 
the pi are on X 
e will give a proof below,, bgt fil-st we note tk following corollaries. 
ince the line through the two given points must separate 2n + 1 re- 
aming points, we halY;e h 1 +E IZ si h, - 1. Thus the corollarqr is prov4. 
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tains exactly t ne points ( i = h, +I, .*, F-f- 1, in its interior for all t 2 T, 
contains exa y the points I?+ ; = 1 1 . . . . h,, in its interior for 
all #t G -T. Thus there exist 1V + 1 values CL” t with -T C tl C t2 < . . . < tN+l<T, 
where S, passes through one of the Qi. he number of points enclose!d by 
Z$ i:s a function p(t), which takes only t it jumps as t varies from --c# to 
=. “‘or some configurations, p(t) might decreas: to zero or be as muc:h 
as A’ + f , but the range f p will always include: each integer from h, to 
11, Gnce p(4) = h, and p(T) = h,. If the sphere StV passes through a Qi 
with i between f and I+, then p(t,---E) > y(t,) = p(tv+e) for small8 E> 0. 
But if i is between h, + 1. and N 1, then P&,--C) = p(!,) u p(tv+e). Hence 
- 1 9 we are assure that p(t,) = k for some t,: therefore St, 
has c:xactly k interior points. 
This completes the proof of the Lrs art of the theorem. For the 
second part we observe t tS @i lie inside Of S,, then n0 
sphere through one of the Qi can contain less than h, points. Similarly, 
if all the Qi lie outside S, + then no sphere throukil one of the QI can 
contaiin more than 11, -- 1 points. 
The proof of the theorem for Em, RZ > 3, is essentially not different 
from that for Es. However, tf,e existence of S*, although obvious when 
m = 3, is not so evident for TV .: 3. Thus, for completeness, we wit1 prove 
its existence and uniqueness. 
We let X be the vector associsted with the point Al f Em. If the set of 
distinct points (Xi: i = 1, . ..) k) lies on a k-2 Fimsnsiona’l plane, then 
$Y9 Y where J “i = 1. 
i=l 
Thus, if this set is embedded in any set of ~PI + I points {pi: i = 1, . . . . 
M + 1 ), we can write 
I m+Z 
= L n 
where ‘z: 13_. = I 




ifi = 1, . . . . k - 1, 
= 
i 
if i = k + 1, . . . . 
onsider now the VI points Pi, i 2: I , e n . , n2. ?k hyperplane H in which 
is isometrically isomc)rphic to I. Let P’ i)e the image in 
Len, if it exbts, a hypersphcre ( ~~~g~ Pi, i = 1 q 
0.., .m, needs to satisfy the equations 
il 11” =& i = I s3 . . , uf , 
l&dean norm and C*’ ic; some Axe3 puint i 
e with rac1i1.1; r HI. Sub*:racting 1 
quatiolls knds ~to the (CW- 1)X (nr- 1 I syste 
‘, virhere the ith row of the ma 
and only if the WC 
Since the la iter condition i
uniquely detennixd, and therefore so is r. 
e C’O~ the point CI” is in the hyperplane 
= P? is the hypersptiere centered in N 
, Ii = : 9 .*., ?n* 
P remaindcc ?’ the proof for EC” IS Sicily the same as that for E3. 
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